LexElite® Personal Lines Insurance
Vacant Dwelling

When standard market carriers find it difficult to underwrite a vacant dwelling, Lexington Insurance
usually can. Our LexElite Vacant Dwelling Insurance provides attractively priced property coverage
for vacant or unoccupied dwellings, old or newer construction, coastal or inland. Examples of eligible
properties include those that are:
• unoccupied and for sale
• unoccupied due to the owner’s death
• unoccupied because the owner has relocated
Lexington Insurance is a
leading provider of innovate
coverages for high-value,
complex, and unique personal
lines exposures nationwide.
As the leading U.S.-based
surplus lines insurer, Lexington
provides security, flexibility,
and quality with each policy.

Coverage Highlights
• ISO DP3 special form
• 3, 6, and 12 month policy terms available
• Vandalism and on-premises theft coverage available
• Personal liability and medical payments coverage available
• Coverage for unoccupied dwellings while being shown as model homes
• Coverage for vacant condo units available under the HO-6 program
Lexington is committed to providing innovative products to meet our customers’
needs and changes in the marketplace.

Claims Services
LexElite claims are handled by professionals experienced in processing claims for
complex personal lines exposures.

Contact:

Stay connected with Lexington:
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